You are shopping at the Secret Santa Market for gifts for your family. Find the items on each person's wish list and add the prices together to get the total cost.

1. Mom's Wish List: candle + scarf
   cost: ________________

2. Dad's Wish List: hammer + mug
   cost: ________________

3. Sister's Wish List: doll + crayons
   cost: ________________

4. Brother's Wish List: toy car + basketball
   cost: ________________
You are shopping at the Secret Santa Market for gifts for your family. Find the items on each person's wish list and add the prices together to get the total cost.

1. Mom's Wish List: candle + scarf
2. Dad's Wish List: hammer + mug
3. Sister's Wish List: doll + crayons
4. Brother's Wish List: toy car + basketball

Total cost: $13.98